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Detection of Intrusions and Malware, and Vulnerability Assessment: 8th International Conference, DIMVA 2011Springer, 2011

	On behalf of the Program Committee, it is our pleasure to present to you the
	proceedings of the 8th Conference on Detection of Intrusions and Malware &
	Vulnerability Assessment (DIMVA 2011). Each year DIMVA brings together international
	experts from academia, industry and government to present and discuss
	novel security research....
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Internet & World Wide Web: How to Program (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007

	Welcome to Internet and web programming and Internet & WorldWide Web How to Program,
	Fourth Edition! At Deitel & Associates, we write programming language textbooks
	and professional books for Prentice Hall, deliver corporate training worldwide and develop
	Web 2.0 Internet businesses. The book has been...
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Search Engine Advertising : Buying Your Way to the Top to Increase Sales (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2004
Create an effective search engine advertising strategy to make  sure you get the most bang for your buck!

	
    Discover how to effectively buy a top position on major search  engines, avoid common pitfalls such as poor-performing ad copy, and evaluate and  correct low visitor-to-buyer...
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Attract Visitors to Your Site: The Mini Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	A critical part of website success is attracting visitors. This Mini Missing Manual gives you the knowledge and tools you need to do that. It shows you how to build a community around your site and how to use the power of keywords and Web search engines to rise up in the rankings of search results.


	Once you do that, you’ll...
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Scientific and Statistical Database Management: 23rd International Conference, SSDBM 2011Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the proceedings of the 23rd International Conference on Scientific
	and Statistical Database Management held in Portland, Oregon, where it celebrated
	its 30th birthday. The first incarnation of SSDBM (then called the Workshop
	on Statistical Database Management) took place in Menlo Park, California,
	in December 1981. Since...
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Programming Google App EngineGoogle Press, 2012

	
	
		On the Internet, popularity is swift and fleeting. A mention of your website on a popular
	
		blog can bring 300,000 potential customers your way at once, all expecting to find out
	
		who you are and what you have to offer. But if you’re a small company just starting
	
		out, your hardware and software aren’t...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Photoshop Elements 11Visual, 2012

	Full-color, step-by-step instruction for using the new Photoshop Elements 11


	Covering the most important features of Photoshop Elements 11, this book is packed with step-by-step instructions illustrated with full-color screen shots that clearly shows you how to do tasks, instead of resorting to lengthy explanations. Even...
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 Administration UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
This comprehensive guide can help you administer Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 effectively in any production environment, no matter how complex or challenging.
 

Long-time Red Hat insider Tammy Fox brings together today’s best practices for the entire system lifecycle, from planning and...
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Online Newsgathering: Research and Reporting for JournalismFocal Press, 2007
Journalists used to rely on their notepad and pen. Today, professional journalists rely on the computerand not just for the writing. Much, if not all, of a journalists research happens on a computer. 

If you are journalist of any kind, you need to know how to find the information you need online. This book will show you how to find...
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Sustainable Nuclear Power (Sustainable World)Academic Press, 2006
This book is designed to provide nonnuclear engineers, scientist, and energy planers with the necessary information to understand and utilize the major advances in the field of nuclear power. The book demonstrates that nuclear fission technology has the abundance and attainability to provide centuries of safe power with minimal greenhouse gas...
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Kentico CMS 5 Website Development: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	This book is written in a clear, easy-to-understand, and practical tutorial style taking the reader through relevant, real-world examples that can be put into practice immediately. Each topic is written in a practical way and is developed incrementally throughout the book. As the book progresses each chapter provides more detailed information...
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ASP.NET 4 Social NetworkingPackt Publishing, 2011

	Social networking has become a driving force on the Internet. Many people are part of at least one social network, while more often people are members of many different communities. For this reason many business people are trying to capitalize on this movement and are in a rush to put up their own social network. As the growth of social...
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